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The SPA Biennial Exhibition is now open at Guildford House Gallery. This edition of the news-
letter features the selection and the behind the scenes work of David Chiverton, a long time 
member of Capel Camera Club and volunteer with the SPA - he’s the one who’s often dashing 
around with prints or sorting computer issues at competitions - as well as the work of pho-
tographers receiving awards from the Association for their Exhibition entries.

There are some photographs of the Selection Day, the Exhibition, and of the Awards Dinner  
and news of competitions which have been run recently and might be of interest to a wider 
audience.

If there is enough information from Clubs or individuals who are members of SPA clubs, we 
will try to produce one more edition of this newsletter at the end of the season with news of 
Club exhibitions and other events to keep us busy over the Summer.



February 17 - SELECTION DAY 
The venue had been booked, selectors had 
been appointed, entries were in and the team 
was in place ready for a long, busy, day in 
Guildford.
The selectors, all highly regarded judges, selec-
tors - and photographers! - were:
Gordon Jenkins APAGB, PAGB President  

Dr Anne Sutcliffe FRPS EFIAP PPSA 
whose own work you can see at 
http://www.annesutcliffe.com/gallery

and Roger Hance FRPS AFIAP BPE5* whose 
website is at http://www.rogerhancefrps.com/
index.html .

Visiting The Exhibition
Ahead of them was a very concentrated day 
viewing and scoring 1718 images either as 
prints or projected images and then selecting 
the Award winners.

Conferring about Prints

Scoring Projected Images

By now the second batch of prints will be on display 
and you will also be able to see all of the projected 
images and award winners - just until 28th April.

Guildford House Gallery is at the top end of the High 
Street, almost opposite Sainsbury’s. I was pleased to 
see a couple of familiar faces enjoying the work as 
well as about twelve foreign visitors and at least one 
local.



The Biennial Exhibition Awards Dinner

I have to confess, I was not at all sure about at-
tending the Biennial Exhibition Awards Dinner. 
I went primarily because someone else from 
the Club wanted to go and because I felt there 
should be some information about the dinner in 
the Newsletter to add to the Exhibition story.

David Hughes - Godalming - 
The Surrey Photographic Federation Print Trophy
Selector’s Award Nature PDI

It was an enjoyable evening. David Chiverton and David Smith had gone to a great deal of trouble 
to ensure that the accepted images from everyone who attended were shown on the screen during 
the evening and that was a really nice touch,  providing conversation around a table where people 
had not met before. My only regret was that there were no more SPA Clubs represented. 

John Wichall - Ludshott - 3 x Selector’s Award - 
Nature PDI and Nature Print (2)

Diana Uzun - Woking - Commended - Nature Prints

Gillian Lloyd - East Grinstead - Highly Commended 
- Nature Prints, Selector’s Award - Nature PDI

Kathy McLenaghan - Epsom - 
The Len Todd Trophy for Nature Prints

Michael Farley - Croydon Camera Club - 
Selector’s Award - Monochrome Print

Graham Johnston - Godalming -
The Derry Wilman Trophy for Nature PDIs, 
Selector’s Award Nature Print

John Hoskins - Molesey - Commended Colour 
Prints, Highly Commended Monochrome Prints

Ann Healey and David Chiverton and their respec-
tive teams bear the brunt of the organisation.

More photographs will be added to the web-
site soon.

Tim Morland - Kingston - 
The Wendy Maunder Trophy - Best PDI Open 



David Chiverton - Capel Camera ClubWho is the man behind the computer?
Have you ever wondered who’s behind all the 
technical organisation of events such as this? 

Whether it be the Biennial Exhibition, Inter- Club 
competitions or the Individual Competitions 
held alongside the AGM, the entry process is the 
reponsibility of David Chiverton. We decided it 
would be a good idea to ask David about his 
connection with the SPA and the roles he fulfills.

David’s response was typically self-effacing. He 
wrote ‘The job entails getting the images from 
the clubs making sure everything is correctly ti-
tled (clubs still get this wrong). Once everything 
is in order it’s loaded into DiCentra, which is the 
software we use to run the competitions. 

On the day of the competition one of the jobs 
is getting the judging and scoring area ready 
along with setting up the projector and laptop 
to run the Print or PDI competitions.

Once the competition is over I get the results on 
the website and out to the clubs.’

And it’s true, that’s what he does. But we want-
ed a little more detail, so asked a few specific 
questions:

When you receive an entry form what exactly 
do you have to do?

 •  We have three competitions during the 
year. May – Inter-Club PDI, November – Prints 
and during the AGM we hold the Individual 
Competition.

 • My job is to collect all the PDI images 
that the clubs select for the competition and put 
them into a show order. With prints we ask for a 
PDI of the image so that they can be projected 
to the audience.

 • The idea of the Individual competition 
is so that club members attending the AGM can 
have their work judged in the same way as the 
club competitions, even if they are not normally 
selected to represent their club.

 • All judging is done by silent scoring that 
is three judges (outside of the SPA area for May 
and November, using our own judges for the in-
dividual enabling them to experience that form 
of judging) being presented with the image and 
each judge marking between 2 and 5 giving a 
maximum of 15. 

How often do you have to check information 
with entrants? 

 • I check all the entries as they come in

What sort of things need checking?

 • The most common mistake is the nam-
ing of the image, it’s all in the rules.

How many images did you deal with for the Ex-
hibition?

 • I received a PDI of every image -1016 
Prints and 702 PDI’s. All were put into show or-
der so we could do the stickers for the prints. 

And how many for an Individual or Inter-Club 
competition?

 • With the Inter Club it depends on how 
many clubs take part. On average we have 20-25 
entering Nature and 25-30 entering the Open 
competitions. So there could be as many as 700 
individual images to deal with.
 • With the Individual we get from 50 – 75 
taking part but you have to be present at the 
AGM. 75 entrants submitting images for each 
of the four categories would mean dealing with 
about 960 individual images.

What happens on Selection/Competition Day?

 • My role on Exhibition Selection Day was 
to help get the prints back into the club boxes 
and then project the PDI section in the after-
noon session.

What is your role then?

 • The Competitions Sub-Committee 
which is Martin Gandy of Epsom and Mark Rolfe 
of Godalming and me organise the competition 
side of the day. That’s getting the images from 
the clubs/Individuals via machform upload put 
them into Dicentra (which is the software we use 
to project the competition), collecting the scores 
and publishing the result.

David joined Capel Camera Club as an eight-
year-old, forty-five years ago, sharing his interest 
in photography with his father, who can often 
be seen helping behind the scenes at competi-
tions still, and his grandfather who was a found-
er member of Capel in 1964. David joined the 
committee as a ‘junior member’ aged 12 and 
has been there ever since, latterly as Club Sec-
retary ( and Competitions Organiser).

He was invited to join the SPA Committee in 
2008/9 taking over from Robert Charnock, 
tasked with introducing the projected image 
competition to replace the earlier slides compe-
tition. David says ‘I was asked if I would take over 
from Robert, and with the proposal of introduc-
ing the digital competition I thought it would be 
a challenge, and what a challenge it has been.’ 

What is your main photographic interest (if ever 
you have time!)?
‘When I get a chance to get out and take a 
few snaps I don’t have a main subject, I try and 
broaden my interest. If I was asked to put in or-
der what I prefer it would start with nature, archi-
tecture, landscape. Except portraiture I try and 
stay away from that. ‘

David is one of a small band of members who give a huge amount of time to ensure the successful 
running of SPA Competitions and Events. His role means spending a great deal of time beyond 
the competitions he administers and we are grateful for all that is done. Thanks, David, to you and 
the Competitions Committee as well as to Ann Healey and the Events Committee for the hours 
you put in for the benefit of SPA Clubs.



Non-Advanced Inter-Club Challenge
Roger Hoyle explains why Windlesham and Camber-
ley Camberley Club ‘borrowed’ Epsom’s idea:

 ‘Two years ago Rosemary Wilman invited Windlesh-
am and Camberley CC to participate in a Non-Ad-
vanced Photographer Competition at Epsom CC.  I 
had never heard of this type of competition before, 
but it didn’t take long to realise what a brilliant idea 
this is.  
There are many up-and-coming photographers in 
our clubs who are taking good photographs which 
don’t quite make the grade for top level club pho-
tography: Non-Advanced Photographer competi-
tions are designed to correct this by banning experi-
enced photographers and letting us see another set 
of great images.  
Having an experienced judge and not too many 
images allows plenty of time for constructive feed-
back for these less experienced photographers.  
Also, presenting their work at the inter-club level will 
hopefully raise the enthusiasm of the Non-Advanced 
Photographers and spur them on to even greater 
things. ‘

With total support of others who had experienced 
the Epsom competition and with Rosemary’s bless-
ing, Roger set about planning for the first W&CCC 
Inter-Club Challenge.

We decided to invite the local Clubs with whom 
we compete most regularly, including two from the 
Southern Counties Federation, as well as Epsom as 
the originators of the idea and we enlisted the ser-
vices of Don Morley as the judge.

So, on the night there were six clubs, each with PDIs 
from eight photographers who had not represented 
their Club in inter-club competitions and who held 
no photographic distinctions - a total of 48 images 
to be critiqued.

Don Morley describes his enthusiasm for the con-
cept:  

‘After joining Derby Photographic Society back in 
the early 1950’s it later became my good fortune 
also to be asked to join the North East Midlands 
Photographic Societies lecturers and judges panel, 
then much later as a full time Fleet St photographer 
and eventually National Newspaper picture editor I 
was also privileged enough to become the regular 
‘Press Pictures Of The Year’ judge and also for the 
‘The Sports Photographer Of The Year’

This of course was years before enjoying a great 
many more judging years on behalf of SPA BUT noth-
ing before during or since has excited or motivated 
me nearly as much as a judge as has Windlesham & 
Camberley CC’s development of the  Non Advanced 
Inter-Club Challenge Trophy first run by Epsom, 
whose Inter-Club Non-Expert event I was also priv-
ileged to judge.

Why you might ask? Well as with so many brilliant 
ideas I see this new form of competition as a stroke 
of pure genius not least as its whole purpose is to 
encourage the vital future life blood not just of our 
beloved hobby but who knows? Maybe eventually 
even of future professionals as well.

The basic idea is simplicity in itself yet it seems no 
one had thought of it before, which of course is in 
itself a mark of genius . Here at last we have a com-
petition of real merit and value, where even first time 
competition participants are being encouraged and 
backed to enter by each of their own clubs and yet 
are not having to be judged as they would have to 
be in any ordinary open competition against com-
petitiors who are  long standing Intermediates and 
Experts.

In short it is a unique opportunity for those who 
might well be nervous of entering any competition 
for such as the first time to ‘Have A Go’, and likewise 
it is just as unique an opportunity for the rest of us 
to encourage, spot, and help the stars of the future. 
And boy am I honoured yet also VERY nervous to 
have been chosen to be this wonderful competitions 
first judge.’

Nick Gooderham, a W&CCC member who had an 
image in the competition comments:

‘A beginner, hardly at over three-score years and ten 
and the owner and avid user of a Brownie 127 since 
being a boy; novice, maybe as not experienced at 
club level but non-advanced is a welcome title for 
a keen and interested photographer who carries a 
compact camera, now the Leica D Lux 109 wherev-
er he goes, particularly pursuing another passion of 
fly-fishing by the riverside.  

I joined a camera club to learn more about pho-
tography, share experiences and have fun.  This we 
certainly do at the Windlesham & Camberley Cam-
era Club.  However, despite the huge benefits of en-
tering competitions, dipping one’s toe in the water 
can be quite a daunting experience.  So, imagine 
the trepidation but thrill when, in December 2016 I 
was approached to provide some images for consid-
eration for entry in the Non-advanced competition 
to be held at Epsom.  Here was the opportunity to 
select a few of my favourite images, or at least one 
or two of them that I felt others might enjoy and a 
judge could critique.  The added advantage was that 
others would make the final selection on behalf of 
our club.  

Attendance on the evening with my wife was a mix-
ture of nervousness, anxiety but excitement: we 
were reminded of the Non-advanced nature of the 
submissions with a somewhat more lenient marking 
regime to be applied than in an advanced scenario.  
Not a great mark for me but some useful comments 
made and taken on board.   The key lesson now for 
me is that perfection is when nothing more can be 
removed.  I strive for that, which is part of my moti-
vation and on-going learning curve.

So, roll on a year, having sweated through four or 
five rounds of our club competitions, again, one of 
my images has been selected to go forward into the 
2018 inter-club competition which we were hosting. 
The atmosphere in the room was jovial yet electric 
with anticipation.  The judge was excellent in his 
introductory remarks, enthusiasm and encourage-
ment, making helpful and constructive comments.  
And honest.  To admit he failed to see immediately 
a reflection and later have the courage to say so.  22 
out of 48 images were held back for further consider-
ation.  Some truly impressive images covered a wide 
range of subjects and photographic techniques.   The 
evening certainly ticked my three boxes of learning, 
sharing and having fun.’ 

Don’s task was not an easy one: the standard was 
high but the eventual winners were Bracknell Cam-

era Club, four of whose entrants were present with 
their External Competitions Secretary to receive the 
new trophy.

We had also decided that it was important to rec-
ognise the best image on the night and Len Walk-
er, from Woking Photographic Society was a worthy 
winner. Len writes:
‘I’ve had an interest in photography for many years, 
and each stage of this hobby has been a quantum 
leap – starting with the hardware - an Olympus 
OM10, and then progressing to a Nikon D60 and 
now a Nikon D7200 with Lightroom 6 software for 
post-processing.
A friend suggested that I should take a look at what a 
good photographic club could offer, and I’ve learned 
a lot in the two years since I joined the Woking Pho-
tographic Society.
Winning the Best Image in this competition was 
down to planning, and a little luck. The Bushy Park 
deer were in fine voice that early morning in Octo-
ber, the light was good but I had to be sharpish to 
cover some distance to photograph (and also avoid) 
the magnificent stag as he emerged from a nearby 
lake.
I knew that the image was technically good, but I’m 
still feeling surprised and of course highly delighted 
to have won the competition, not least because of 
the many other excellent entries that were judged so 
objectively by Don Morley.
Non-Advanced photographic competitions (whether 
at club or other levels) are a good way to see how 
other photographers capture emotive content and 
tell a story.’

All agreed that it was a good night - now we look 
forward to next year. Wouldn’t it be great to see this 
replicated throughout the Federation?!



ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL
Wildlife Photography Competition             Final date for entries: 30th April

Ludshott Photographic Club’s annual Audio Visual Competition took place on Monday 5 March 
2018 in the Church Rooms at St Lukes Church, Grayshott. This is the third year that we have com-
peted for this trophy, which is dedicated to one of our original AV group members. The winner 
receives and holds the Jim Henson Trophy for one year. We welcome entries from all Surrey clubs, 
and this year we received four entries from other clubs. We hope to see more in future.
 
The judge was Graham Sergeant FRPS, winner of the last RPS International AV competition. He 
also won a Gold medal for AV in Paris last year.
Sixteen AVs on a wide variety of subjects were entered, and these were sent to the judge for pre-
viewing. On the evening, Graham commented on each sequence, adding helpful remarks about 
technique, particularly the use of sound.

At the end of the evening certificates were presented. The trophy was won by Paul Crook LRPS of 
Ludshott Photographic Club. He entered a nostalgic programme on the First World War entitled 
“in Memoriam”, which incorporated Rupert Brooke’s poem “The Soldier”.

Our thanks go to Graham for his considered judgement and time.

          Paul Crook LRPS receives
          the Jim Henson Trophy from 
          Graham Sergeant FRPS

The results were:
FIRST   In Memoriam by Paul Crook LRPS
SECOND     Upholder by Mile Reed CPAGB
THIRD    The Monarch islands by Norman Horsham CPAGB

VERY HIGHLY COMMENDED
Petra Rose Red City by John Baker
Waverley Abbey By David Bird and Kathleen Bird LRPS CPAGB
Good bye Upton Park by Paul Crook LRPS

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Llangollen to Montgomerie canal trip by John Wilson
Hunter by Harold Russell
Northern Botswana (For photo harmony) by Jean Hoyle
A Load of Old Bollards by John Wichall ARPS DPAGB          

COMMENDED
Flying Machines by Grant Dawkins
Chocs by Harold Russell

There are two categories:
1. UK Wildlife Category
We want to celebrate the beauty and diversi-
ty of British wildlife. All photographs must be 
taken in the UK.
 • Overall winner will receive an ALTA 
PRO 2+ 263AB 100 (TIPA Best Tripod 
2017) and an ALTA Sky 45D Prize worth RRP 
£400.
 • 1st Runner Up will win VEO TRAVEL 
28 worth RRP £35, choice of Black or Blue
 • 2nd Runner Up will win a VEO DIS-
COVER 15Z worth £30 RRP.
 

2.	 World	Wildlife	Category 
Any animal, anywhere, in fact the wilder the 
better! We’re looking for action photographs 
that display the magnificence of the natural 
world.
 • Overall winner will receive a VEO 
2 235AB Blue travel tripod & VEO Discover 
38 bag with internal tripod carrying compart-
ment. Prize worth RRP £210
 • 1st Runner Up will win VEO TRAVEL 
28 worth RRP £35, choice of Black or Blue
 • 2nd Runner Up will win a VEO DIS-
COVER 15Z worth £30 RRP.

3.	 The	Wharam	Winner 
Jason will select his personal favourite entry to win our Top Prize, a full size (180x90cm) print of 
Jason’s magnificent ‘Nyamandlouvu Pan Sunset’

https://www.vanguardworld.co.uk/2018/01/31/creatures-great-small-wildlife-photo-competition/ 

Vanguard is thrilled to be hosting a joint wildlife photography competition in collaboration with Vanguard 
Professional Jason Wharam, an African Wildlife Photographer and registered Safari Guide.  Jason is also an 
SPA judge, frequent winner of SPA awards and Vice-Chairman of Capel Camera Club

THE JIM HENSON TROPHY for AV
Ludshott Photographic Club

Kathleen Bird LRPS CPAGB
Kathleen@kathleenbird.com



Bill Wisden Memorial Exhibition PAGB Awards for Photographic Merit 
 Since I took over from Philip Quarry as the SPA 
AMP Awards Officer, I have been submitting ap-
plications from SPA members for PAGB Awards 
for Photographic Merit.  The next adjudication 
takes place on the weekend of 21/22 April in 
Chorley, Lancashire and has been full for some 
time.  It is the PAGB’s policy that no one should 
have to wait for more than a year to have their 
work assessed and so there is going to be an 
additional adjudication in September 2018 for 
CPAGB applications only to ensure that no one 
has to wait for more than a year.  This will be a 
closed adjudication in that only the APM team 
will be there - entrants will not be permitted to 
attend.   The November 2018 adjudication is 
to be held in Yorkshire (24-25 November) and 
the 2019 adjudications are to be hosted by the 
North Wales federation in April and the Chilterns 
federation in November.  Applications for the 
November adjudication in Yorkshire are already 
nearly full for CPAGB:  spaces remain for DPAGB 
and MPAGB.  Once an application is received 
it is considered at the next available adjudica-
tion so if you’re thinking about applying for the 
November 2019 adjudication because it’s going 
to be hosted by one of the nearby federations, 
particularly at CPAGB level, now is the time to 
start to get your application together. 
 
There is a very strong correlation between those 
who have attended workshops on the APMs 
and the success rate. The SPA organised 2 work-
shops in the 18 months before we hosted the 
April 2017 adjudication and so we will not be 
holding a workshop in 2018. 

   Given that the November 2019 adjudication 
hosted by the Chilterns Federation is likely to be 
the next adjudication which SPA members plan 
to attend in significant numbers we will try to 
organise a workshop for that adjudication.  The 
next adjacent adjudication after that is in Kent in 
November 2021.  Other federations do, howev-
er, sometimes offer spare places on their work-
shops (we had attendees from other federations 
at the workshop we held in October 2016) which 
are usually advertised in PAGB e-News and the 
PAGB also organises individual pre-booked ses-
sions at The Photography Show at the NEC which 
a number of SPA people have found valuable.  
Again, the details are announced in e-News.  
Those considering making an application may 
wish to seek advice from an experienced pho-
tographer to act as a mentor.  The PAGB’s advice 
is to seek advice from people who have acted 
as adjudicators at previous events or, at the very 
least, people who have been successful at the 
level you hope to achieve.  Unfortunately, we do 
not have anyone within the SPA who has acted 
as an adjudicator recently.  The PAGB has had a 
number of examples recently where individuals 
have sought advice from people who have little 
knowledge or experience of the APMs and the 
current standards:  they have not been success-
ful and so if you are seeking the guidance of a 
mentor the advice is to choose carefully. 
 

David Smith
AMP Awards Officer

The 2018 PAGB Inter-Club Championship is 
again being held at the University of Warwick on 
Saturday 14 July.  Tickets are £10 and once again 
the SPA if offering to pay for half of the cost of 
tickets for those attending from SPA clubs.  The 
application form for tickets is available on the 
PAGB homepage (http://www.thepagb.org.uk/).  
The way the system works is that you should ap-
ply for your tickets directly using the application 
form and then the details on how to obtain the 
SPA subsidy will be circulated later. 

This is a great opportunity to see the current 
standard of the best club photography in the 
UK and for judges in particular an invaluable ex-
perience to see how the standard in the SPA is 
compared to the best clubs in the UK.  Two clubs 
from each federation compete together with 
the top 8 placed clubs from the 2017 champi-
onships.

David Smith

PAGB Inter-Club PDI Championship

                                                    Opening event Sunday 20th May 2018 - Doors Open  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image courtesy of Tony Bowall FRPS 

  
 

Opening event Sunday 20th May 2018 - Doors Open 2.00pm 
 
It was Bill’s wish that on his passing to have a family funeral but to be remembered by 
family and friends at a celebration of his life in photography. With that in mind a Memorial 
Exhibition is being held to allow his friends and family to celebrate the life and work of Bill 
Wisden MBE Hon FRPS APAGB. 
 
All are welcome to the opening, and it is hoped that during the event friends and family can 
take time to admire his outstanding creative skills as a photographer and share your 
reminiscences of Bill with each other.   
 
If you are unable to attend the opening, you can access the exhibition as follows: 
 
The exhibition is open on  
Monday 21 May 7.30pm - 9.30pm 
Wednesday 23 May 10.00am - 6.00pm 
Thursday 24 May 7.30am - 9.30pm 
 
 
Outside of these hours it may be accessible by contacting Judith Parry on 0121-427-4224  
 
 
                                                                             

 
Bill Wisden MBE Hon FRPS 

Memorial Exhibition 
       
        

Sunday 20th May 
to 

Saturday 26th May 2018 
 
 

Smethwick Photographic Society 
The Old School House, 

Churchbridge, 
Oldbury B69 2AS   

 
                                                                                                               

 

 

  

Rosemary Wilman has recently notified SPA Clubs of the Bill Wisden Memorial Exhibition:



President’s Chat 

With the Exhibition selectors after being identified as 
winner of  the Len Todd Trophy for Nature Prints

In one sense this past year has been a very suc-
cessful one for the SPA. Last April we held the 
APM Awards and had a record number of suc-
cessful applicants from Surrey. Then in Novem-
ber we held our Fotofest, the first one for many 
years. This again was a great success, 4 great 
speakers: Tom Way, Will Cheung, Gavin Hoey 
and Steven le Prevost and a very enthusiastic 
audience. The overwhelming feeling was let’s 
do this again.

Now we’re in the middle of our Biennial Exhibi-
tion which will be up until the end of the month. 
We keep the award winners’ prints up all the 
time but the rest of the prints are changed half 
way through the exhibition so that we are able 
to accept more entries. We’ve tried this before 
and found that it works very well for our relative-
ly small venue. All the comments I have heard so 
far have been very positive – another successful 
event.

The one downside of this year has been that al-
though we have plenty of people willing to take 
on helping roles, there is a definite lack of will-
ingness to take on leadership roles. This means 
that the small number of people we now have 
on the SPA committee have had to work extra 
hard. I can’t finish without paying tribute to one 
person to whom much of our success over the 
past year has been due, Ann Healey, our imme-
diate past President, has put such a lot of hard 
work and enthusiasm into all three of our big 
events. We could do with a few more like her.

Kathy McLenaghan
President

Diary

until  28 April Biennial Exhibition

Saturday, 28 April - SPACOM 

Monday, 30 April - Richard Walton’s funeral

Saturday, 12 May - SPA Inter-Club PDI Champi-
onship

Saturday 13 October - SPA AGM and
Individual Print and PDI Competitions

Saturday, 24 November - SPA Inter-Club Print 
Championship

The venue for each of these events and further 
detail are on the website http://surreypa.org.
uk.

Hope to see you there!

Information for the next newsletter:

It’s always difficult to know when to produce 
a newsletter because it’s not easy to be sure 
when there will be enough material to interest a 
range of members.

We held this one until after the Awards Dinner 
so that the whole of the Exhibition process 
could be included.

I am happy to do another in late May if there 
are exhibitions and events which Clubs want to 
advertise. But I would love, also, to have some 
articles from members of other clubs. If your 
Club has done anything different to welcome 
new members at the start of a season, or to 
occupy existing members during the Summer 
break, why not write a couple of paragraphs 
and submit them? Our aim is to feature one 
Club or one individual in each edition.

All contributions to kathphillips2007@gmail.
com with the Subject SPA Newsletter, please. 

Thank you.


